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GETTING UP TO SPEED
Welcome to the latest issue of Accelerate, a magazine

Training with experienced trainers and real

highlighting developments in security screening

information supports the skills of your personnel. S2

solutions. This issue is focused on training.

University’s Smuggling Trends Map (p. 14) provides a
window into what highly trained personnel are finding

Training personnel to detect contraband, deter threats

and stopping at borders.

or screen spectators requires an increasingly higher
level of preparation and sophistication. This issue

Progress in the use of Augmented Reality (AR)

explores how to prepare your workforce with the skills

and Virtual Reality (VR) as immersive training tools

and knowledge to succeed.

is enabling students to dive deeply into multidimensional imagery to get comfortable with

The secret sauce to effective training is deploying

technology and be better prepared with critical

real-world scenarios and information, delivered by

skill levels at their position. See “What Lies Ahead”

trainers with hands-on operational experience. Being

on p. 16.

a talented trainer is not enough. Trainers should speak
the same language and use real information. The

A

Enjoy Accelerate!

result? High-performing personnel who make smarter,
faster decisions. For a closer look at successful
training methods, read “Is Your Team Ready To

S2 Global provides an intelligent platform that

Drive?” on p. 4.

delivers accelerated integrated inspection services
to secure trade, transport and events.

S2 Global
United States of America
An OSI Systems Company
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Ireland Deploys
Backscatter Technology

10/30/19

1008 kgs of cocaine was hidden inside
boxes of bananas

rish Tax and Customs is rolling out a new mobile

environments, Revenue’s challenge is to constantly

scanner using Z backscatter technology to address

anticipate emerging
risks and respond to them
Albania

smuggling and fraud. This technology is a crucial

tool in Ireland’s program to address fiscal fraud, fuel
fraud, and the supply of illicit drugs and tobacco

products, with a view to disrupting the supply chain,

9/16/19

effectively. Revenue implement customs controls

Smuggling Trends

Private vehicle was found to have
11 kgs of heroin hidden beneath the
effectively managing
risks and tackling
sparecompliance
tire in truck.
in a manner that supports legitimate trade, while
illegitimate trade.”

seizing the illicit products and prosecuting those

The new scanner was deployed in Dublin Port earlier

responsible.

this year. Harrahill noted that backscatter technology

The technology is being deployed following Irish Tax

“is proven in the detection of drugs, tobacco

and Customs staff successfully completing an S2

products and other contraband, particularly when

University Image Analysis training utilizing the ZBV

concealed within the likes of freight consignments.

backscatter cargo and vehicle screening system. The

The flexibility and speed of the ZBV mobile scanner

new scanner is being used in Dublin Port.

significantly increases Revenue’s scanning capacity

The Future of Training

and provides an unobtrusive and non-invasive

Ireland’s Revenue Commissioner Gerry Harrahill said,

way to examine cargo with minimum disruption to

“With continually changing economic and business

legitimate trade.”
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Cárdenas, Mexico

8/25/19

Rotterdam

23,368 kgs of narcotics were found
inside bags of manifested chemicals

12

Montreal, Canada
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9/30/19

1500 kgs of cocaine was hidden inside
boxes of bananas from Colombia

4/2/19

100 kgs of cocaine was found hidden
inside furniture
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What Sets S2 University
Image Analysis Training
Apart?

Penang, Malaysia

8/19/19
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What Lies Ahead?

2 tons of narcotics were found hidden
inside large sacks of coal
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Preparing Your Workforce for
Today’s Threat Environment

ST

raining personnel to detect

security decisions, so a highly trained

contraband and deter threats or to

workforce will be a crucial determinant

screen spectators to keep a large

of success.

event safe requires an increasingly
higher level of preparation and

Cross training

sophistication.

While it makes sense to match up the
role of personnel with their strongest

Here are key concepts in successfully preparing your

skill sets, succeeding in today’s security

workforce with the skills and knowledge to deliver:

environment demands agility and
flexibility. In the screening setting, risk

Web-based training programs

analysis of incoming data may prompt a

Traditional methods of instruction and

realignment of human resources on the

evaluation involving human proctors

fly. Your workforce must be equipped to

cannot ensure consistency of content

pivot to new tasks as needed, so make

delivery. Web-based programs can,

sure they are prepared with layered

and they also are cost-effective. In

knowledge and skills.

addition, web-based programs provide
training content to your specific needs.

Exposure to real-world
scenarios

Modules can be incorporated for your

The complexity of today’s threat

setting, whether it is managing cargo at

environment dictates that the security

a port of entry at a border or screening

and screening workforce be ready to

people coming through the gate at a

assess and manage a range of realities,

football game.

not simulations. Images and data from

maximum flexibility to tailor the

real-world inspection situations provide

Technology + automation +
human intelligence

the content for training that is as close

While there are plenty of

Learning management systems that

conversations about technology and

immerse students in media-rich, tailored

automation replacing humans, what is

courses based on situations and images

clear that technology will supplement

they will encounter in the normal course

human intelligence. Human-assisted

of business will help produce a threat-

artificial intelligence will drive

ready workforce.
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to actual work experience as possible.
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Is Your Team
Ready To Drive?
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IF YOU WERE GIVEN ACCESS
to a Formula 1 race car, would you be prepared to
hop in and drive off ?

That operational experience brings depth to the
assessment and training.
It also brings credibility and respect.

That’s what Gary Heffner, S2 Global director of

Day one of what generally is a five-day training can

training, often asks when he kicks off training
sessions with customs and border personnel before
putting them through five days (or sometimes more)

be an eye-opener, even for experienced personnel.
S2 University administers a basic image lab to get a
baseline assessment. Sometimes

of assessment and image analysis

a less-than-stellar performance

training. Some of the more macho

on the initial assessment breaks

audience members will always say
yes, Heffner laughs.

“We aren’t building

down barriers. “It opens their
eyes to accept what they’re

Then he shows his audience a

our training from

about to do.” After that, Heffner

slide of the extremely complex

Google. Our content

says, “They see who we are and

steering wheel and column of the

is gathered by

vehicle, and things get quiet.

people with more
His point is that the S2 University
image analysis training program
is not just handing Customs and

than 100 total years
of government

border staff a key to go drive.

service.”

Multi-faceted, sophisticated
training is essential to be in a
position to master image analysis
and thus consistently succeed at

GARY HEFFNER,
S2 GLOBAL DIRECTOR
OF TRAINING

threat and contraband detection.
“We teach a methodology and
a process,” says Heffner. “We’re
going to teach you the methodologies, what the
tools are that you are going to have on your x-ray
machine, and then cover how you utilize those tools.”
That sophistication level is due in part to the
experience of the training team.
“We aren’t building our training from Google” or
by deploying recent college graduates who will
be using algorithms. “Our content is gathered
by people with more than 100 total years of
government service,” primarily from US Customs

understand that we are one of
them. We speak Customs.”
Another key differentiator is S2
University’s deployment of realworld images of contraband and
threat items. “In our business,
images are like gold,” Heffner
notes. S2 University has access
to images that are the real deal,
not mockups. “When we show
a scan image of marijuana or a
load of cocaine in a shipment
of bananas, that is actual
contraband.”

The images used in training are specific to the
customer’s environment. There is no point in
assessing and training people on images that have
nothing to do with what they will encounter in their
jobs, he says, such as shipping containers when
they operate in a landlocked country. Heffner says
S2 University often will mix in real images provided
by the customer, so that staff going through the
training are seeing scans of shipments that have
come through their own borders.

and Border Protection and branches of the military.
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Another differentiator is deployment of a pre-

S2 UNIVERSITY IMAGE
ANALYSIS TRAINING RESULTS

screener assessment test, an evaluation that is
extremely valuable to customs agencies who need
to know if the job is the right fit for the employee.
The screening assessment will detect if a person is

32.2

color-blind, for example, a shortcoming that would
make it “very difficult to be an efficient image

Final Average Increase
from Initial Exam Score

analyst.” Heffner notes this assessment process
can identify people who ultimately are likely to fail
in performing all of the job requirements in the

82%

long term, so it is a valuable process to address
gaps up front.

Increase In Overall Performance

The S2 University X-ray image analysis program

89%

isn’t just about testing; it is about improvement. S2

Officers Who Improved From Baseline

University provides individual report cards over the
course of the assessment and training. The client can
see how each student did with clear metrics, and

94%

understand what areas require improvement and
perhaps remedial or recurrent training.

Student Satisfaction

In the end, it is about results. While ideally,
Customs personnel will look at as many images as

S2 UNIVERSITY CLIENT
TRAINING RESULTS

possible, as a practical matter, that would cause an
intolerable level of friction in commerce.

Final Average
Increase

benefits of successful training:
Totals

Country 5

Country 4

Country 3

Country 2

Country 1

Heffner cites two important metrics that show the

• As they progress, they select fewer images to
look at, keeping commerce flowing.

21

41

51

27

32

32

Increase
In Overall
42% 141% 100% 86% 317% 121%
Performance
Officers Who
Improved
82% 100% 100% 82% 100% 91%
From Baseline

Student
Satisfaction

• They take less time to look at an image; and

91% 100% 91% 100% 100% 96%

Once people are really trained on how to identify
threat items, they don’t have as many false
positives, Heffner says. They achieve a higher
success rate at finding the right things in less time,
and are not taxing the people being inspected by
asking them to open up their cargo frequently.
Heffner says in some ways measuring S2
University’s training success is simple: “We make
them better at finding things.”

6
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HOW TO SELECT A SECURITY PERSONNEL
TRAINING PROVIDER
 WHO IS DOING THE TRAINING?
The trainers should be experienced subject
matter experts (SME) with governmental
experience, such as former Customs agents and
the military. Just because someone has lots of
corporate training expertise does not mean he
or she has the right skill set and abilities to train
customs and border personnel about contraband
and threat detections. “The questions those
people will have is not learned in a book,” says
Gary Heffner, S2 Global chief of training. “It’s
learned from experience.”
 ARE STUDENTS LEARNING BY REVIEWING REAL
AND VARIED IMAGES?
The quality, relevance and reality of the scanned
images that students are reviewing are all
important. If Customs personnel being evaluated
and trained are operating in a landlocked
country, it does not make sense for them to be

multi-media delivery by subject matter expert

assessed and trained to find contraband using

trainers is ideal.

images from metal shipping containers typical to
the seaport environment.

 DOES THE VENDOR PROVIDE INDIVIDUAL
ASSESSMENTS OF STUDENTS?

 ARE THERE MULTIPLE MODES OFFERED TO

Training programs delivered by SME trainers

RECEIVE THE TRAINING?

remotely or on-site provide an opportunity

When selecting a training program, you will be

for one-on-one interaction and observation.

looking for the nexus where cost, quality and

Training records for each student that zero in

convenience meet. The starting point may be

on each individual’s gaps and weaknesses help

a program that is to some degree self-taught,

evaluate each person’s capabilities. “It’s not

meaning students engage with the evaluation

just test scores,” Heffner says, but a deeper

and training material on their own online or via a

evaluation of capabilities and how a student is

portal, or delivery system such as a USB stick. This

progressing. “Giving the client a report card” for

type of program has benefits in terms of cost and

each student, he says, as well as going back and

convenience. But Heffner suggests that may come

providing students with additional training in

at the expense of quality assessments of students

areas where they need to improve maximizes the

and true progress in learning. Options that include

talent of each trainee.
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“Best training course I have
had in my 19 years of service.”
— S2 UNIVERSITY CARGO & VEHICLE IMAGE ANALYSIS STUDENT,
CANADA BORDER SERVICES AGENCY

The Critical Element for
Effective Screening Operations:

HIGHLY TRAINED PERSONNEL
Customs initiatives are better served when the people who are responsible for the
processes are highly trained. S2 University provides training for customs agencies
looking to maximize the skill and performance of their personnel. As the first online
training portal using a common image viewer and thousands of real-world x-ray images,
S2 University’s programs result in highly skilled personnel and increased detection.

IRELAND DEPLOYS
BACKSCATTER
TECHNOLOGY

I

rish Tax and Customs is rolling out a new mobile

environments, Revenue’s challenge is to constantly

scanner using Z backscatter technology to

anticipate emerging risks and respond to them

address smuggling and fraud. This technology is

effectively. Revenue implement customs controls

a crucial tool in Ireland’s program to address fiscal

in a manner that supports legitimate trade, while

fraud, fuel fraud, and the supply of illicit drugs

effectively managing compliance risks and tackling

and tobacco products, with a view to disrupting

illegitimate trade.”

the supply chain, seizing the illicit products and
prosecuting those responsible.

The new scanner was deployed in Dublin Port earlier
this year. Harrahill noted that backscatter technology

The technology is being deployed following Irish Tax

“is proven in the detection of drugs, tobacco

and Customs staff successfully completing an S2

products and other contraband, particularly when

University Image Analysis training utilizing the ZBV

concealed within the likes of freight consignments.

backscatter cargo and vehicle screening system. The

The flexibility and speed of the ZBV mobile scanner

new scanner is being used in Dublin Port.

significantly increases Revenue’s scanning capacity
and provides an unobtrusive and non-invasive

Ireland’s Revenue Commissioner Gerry Harrahill said,

way to examine cargo with minimum disruption to

“With continually changing economic and business

legitimate trade.”

A

Source: https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/press-office/press-releases/2019/pr-131119-revenues-new-zbv-mobile-scanner.aspx
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SMUGGLING TRENDS
The importance of non intrusive inspection (NII)
technology in detecting and seizing contraband is
highlighted by the examples shown on S2 University’s
Smuggling Trends Map. NII technology is a “force
multiplier” that enables inspectors to work smarter and
faster in detecting contraband while expediting legitimate
trade and travel. www.s2university.com

Ireland

6/19

Seizure of herbal cannabis worth €1.9
million.

Georgia (USA)

10/29/19

US CBP Officers used NII to locate duffel
bags with 2133 lbs of cocaine co-mingled
among the shipment of scrap metals.

Costa Rica

10/28/19

Duffel bags with 954 kgs cocaine were
hidden inside a refrigerated container
among the barrels of banana pulp.

10

Costa Rica

9/21/19

Duﬄe bags with 1360 kgs of narcotics
were placed amongst the manifested
cargo

Sonora, Mexico

9/19/19

The container had rolls of rubber as
manifested cargo which were hiding 76
bags of narcotics inside the rolls

S2 GLOBAL ACCELERATE

Netherlands

10/30/19

1008 kgs of cocaine was hidden inside
boxes of bananas

Albania

9/16/19

Private vehicle was found to have 11 kgs
of heroin hidden beneath the spare tire in
truck.

Cárdenas, Mexico

8/25/19

Rotterdam

23,368 kgs of narcotics were found inside
bags of manifested chemicals

Montreal, Canada

1500 kgs of cocaine was hidden inside
boxes of bananas from Colombia

4/2/19

100 kgs of cocaine was found hidden
inside furniture
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9/30/19

Penang, Malaysia

8/19/19

2 tons of narcotics were found hidden
inside large sacks of coal
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Increasingly

• Personalized content rather than relying on oneemployers are taking

a hard look at training programs and asking if they

size-fits-all
• Getting on-going support and reinforcement

truly are worthwhile. Globally, companies spent

following the training through tools like instant

$366.2. billion (US) on training in 2018, according

messaging and chatbots; and

to trainingindustry.com, so it is no surprise there are
questions about whether that money is well spent.

• Learning through micro courses so you give
your staff bite-sized learning opportunities that
enhance retention

Consider this:
• Business consulting firm Gartner says 70% of

Lean learning concepts are drawn in part from

employees report that they do not have mastery

Toyota’s lean manufacturing system, which

of the skills they need for their jobs;

emphasizes using effort only when it’s needed,

• Just 12% of employees say they can apply new
skills learned to their jobs; and
• Only 25% of respondents to a McKinsey survey

improving outcomes, and trimming waste. Another
central concept is adaptability — moving away from
“because we’ve always done it that way.”

say they believe that training measurably
improved their job performance.

Lean learning seeks to shift the focus from “credits”
— such as acquiring CPEs — to outcomes that

One of the challenges is the tendency to view training

demonstrate your staff has mastered useful material

as a “must” that is required primarily to check a box

and are using it on the job. Success will be defined

indicating training has been completed, rather than

when your staff can show they are learning the right

as an opportunity to enhance knowledge and build

things at the right time, and for the right reasons.

skills. There also can be disconnects between training
content and what is really needed to help employees
perform better.

How To Fix It:
A recent Harvard Business Review article makes
the case for embracing “lean learning” concepts to
enhance the meaningful impacts of training and
boost content retention.
A lean learning approach can include:
• Learning the core of what you
need to learn
• Applying it to real-world
situations immediately
• Receiving immediate
feedback

S2 GLOBAL ACCELERATE
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What Sets S2 University
Image Analysis Training
Apart?
1

2

S2 University Training content is built
with content gathered from subject
matter experts with US CBP and US
DoD experience.

S2 University can be taken in 3 diﬀerent
modes of deployment:
• Proctored in-country with SME
trainers
• Delivered via multi-media delivery
by S2 SME trainers from US location
• Delivered online via S2 University
licenses

3

4

5

14

Options that extend beyond basic
image analysis - additional S2
University Image Analysis courses:
• Pre-Screener Assessment Test
• On the job (OJT) at site with
students after training
• On-Site Practical Evaluation
• Recurrent Training
• Remedial Training
• Advanced Image Lab/Tests
• Supervisory Academy

S2 University training features:
• High Energy X-Ray
• BPI
• Backscatter
• Z Portal
• ZBV

S2 University oﬀers a full training
program, not simply image analysis
training. This diﬀers from use of an
emulator or simulator and simply
providing images for analysis, which is
in essence self-learning. S2 University
teaches a methodology and processes
that instruct students on how to
analyze images.

S2 GLOBAL ACCELERATE
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7

8

S2 University training can customize
the needs of a client based on the type
of cargo conveyances or cargoes to be
featured in the training. For example,
training scan images can focus on:
• Metal shipping containers
• Over the road shipping trailers
• Mixed Box Trucks, Cargo Vans
• Private Vehicles
• Commercial Buses
• S2 University can also focus on
certain types of cargo shipments
that may be centralized in the
geography of the client.

S2 University can take raw scan images
from a client and inject the images
into a training program. This allows
scan images to be localized, giving the
students the ability to analyze images
from their region.

The S2 University User Interface
features CertScan Common Viewer
which allows image analysis across
multiple NII vendors.

S2 GLOBAL ACCELERATE
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10

S2 University utilizes “live stream
of commerce” images rather than
staged images produced in a lab
environment. This includes actual
images of global seizures featuring
threat items to include; narcotics,
weapons/ammunition, currency, human
smuggling, cigarettes and more.

S2 University tracks each student and
provides test results and image lab
results to the client.

15

WHAT
LIES
AHEAD?
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T

he future of training is going to

download the Zappar app on

involve a multi-faceted blending

your phone, open the app, and

of resources to create new and

then just point your phone at

exciting learning environments

the blue lightning bolt icon

that push past traditional means

on the image above you’ll be

of engagement and move towards

able to generate a floating 3D

immersion through technology.

model of a crankshaft; you can

The trend of self-directed, interactive modules will

walk around and view all sides of it. You will also be
able to rotate the crankshaft.

continue to grow. But S2 Global’s Christian Calle,
technical course developer, says “There likely will be

A case study from the Fox Valley Technical College

a tipping point where augmented reality (AR) and

in Appleton, Wisc., examined the use of AR headsets

virtual reality (VR) technologies will become the cost

to interact with diesel engines in a classroom setting.

efficient and practical options that most organizations

The HoloLens is an AR headset that projects 3D

will choose to use in day-to-day operations.”

models into your field of vision. In this diesel engine
course, everyone in the classroom, teacher included,

The military has been using mixed reality

wears a headset. They all share the same view of

training successfully for years, and is investing

a 3D image of a diesel engine. The instructor can

heavily in AR/VR for training and field use. AR/

manipulate the diesel engine using hand gestures.

VR technology is becoming more prevalent

For example, he could strip away the outer portion

throughout other organizations as it becomes

of the engine to highlight some of the internal

cheaper, smaller, and better.

components. As he does this, all of the students are
sharing the same view. The instructor can also give

S2 University will begin to incorporate AR technology

control to a student to allow him or her to interact

in the coming year using a “scaffolding” method of

with the engine too.

integration, Calle says. “We will start small, develop
a good foundation, and build on that.” The S2

This experience underscores just one of the many

University “start small” approach involves the Image

instances in which AR could prove to be a cost-

Analysis course called, “What Is Normal?” This course

effective, immersive tool to gain better understanding

showcases common components of vehicles in an

in the learning environment. Understanding the best

effort to help analysts detect potential threats by

way to present AR environments is going to be a

separating anomalies from the normal parts of the

challenge for every organization as the capability of

vehicle.

this technology continues to grow and evolve.

A

As students view these normal components, they
will be given the option to view the components
in an interactive 3D space using either via a tablet
or a smartphone, making their interaction with the

Come See Our Image Analysis Training Demo at

I/ITSEC 2019

potential threat immersive and thus far more real.

World’s Largest Modeling,
Simulation & Training Event

Here is an example of a crankshaft. It is functional

Orlando, FL • December 2-6 • Booth 3065

thanks to a software company called Zappar. If you
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Power Your Screening Operations through
®
Your Command Center: CertScan
CertScan® is designed to seamlessly integrate external data with security technology and
peripherals to facilitate an efficient operation and deliver actionable data to agencies.
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